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Abstract: Internet has become an up scalable supply of
knowledge. It provides numerous amount of user required
information. Such vast handiness information provides
several decisions for the user to pick out. Selecting an
accurate product or information has become a time
consuming and tedious task. To make information selection
method easier, recommendation system has been developed.
This may suggest a web page or web site or product for the
user to decide on. This system is trained to suggest the
resource for the user. Dailies of India represent dataset and
from that user are suggested to their interested dailies and
news. The classification is done using improved K-NN (KNearest Neighbour) classification algorithm and it has been
trained to be used on-line and in real time to identify visitors
click stream data, matching it to a specific user cluster and
suggest a tailored browsing possibility that meet the
requirement of the specific user at a specific time.

1.1 Web mining
Web mining is the integration of information
gathered by traditional data mining methodologies
and techniques with information gathered over the
world wide web. Web mining is used to understand
customer behavior, evaluate the effectiveness of a
particular website. Web mining allows you to look
for patterns in data through




Content mining
Structure mining
Usage mining

Content mining is used to examine the data collected
by search engines and web spiders. Structure mining
is used to examine data related to the structure of the
particular website. Website and Usage mining are
used to examine data related to a particular user’s
browser as well as the data gathered by forms the
user may have submitted during web transaction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the extraction of knowledge from
large amount of observational data sets, to discover
unsuspected relationship and pattern hidden in data,
summarize the data in novel ways to make it
understandable and useful to the data users. Web
usage mining is the application of data mining
technique to automatically discover and extract
useful information from a particular web site. In
recent years, there has been an explosive growth in
the number of researches in the area of web mining,
specifically of web usage mining. Nowadays the
number of websites were developed for the purpose
of reading dailies news on-line across the Globe, but
lack ways of identifying client navigation pattern and
cannot provide satisfactory Real-Time response to
the client needs, so, finding the appropriate news
becomes time consuming which makes the benefit of
on-line services to become limited. The system is
able to observe users/clients navigation behavior by
acting upon the user’s click stream data, so as to
recommend a unique set of objects that satisfies the
need of an active user in a Real-Time, online basis.
The K-Nearest Neighbor classification method was
used online and in Real-Time to exploit web usage
data mining technique to identify clients/visitors
click stream data matching it to a particular user
group and recommend a tailored browsing option
that meet the need of the specific user at a given
time.

1.2 Web usage mining
Web usage mining is a category in web mining. This
web mining permits for collecting Web access
information for Web pages. This data can offer the
paths leading to accessed Web pages. This
information is often collected automatically into
access logs via the Web server. CGI scripts provide
useful information such as referrer logs, user
subscription information and survey logs. This data
is vital to the overall use of data mining for firms and
also their internet/ intranet applications and
information access.
1.3 Data Classification
Classification is a data mining (machine learning)
technique that is accustomed to predict cluster
membership for data instances. For instance, you
would like to use classification to forecast whether
the weather on a particular day it will be ―sunny‖,
―rainy‖ or ―cloudy‖. Widely used classification
techniques include decision trees and neural
networks.
1.3.1 K-Nearest Neighbours algorithm
In pattern discovery, the k-Nearest Neighbours
algorithm (or k-NN in
short) is a nonparametric method used for classification. The input
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consists of k nearest training examples in the feature
space.

Decision rule and Bayesian network[9], are
classification tree and support vector machine
techniques that were used to model accidents and
incidents in two firms in order to spot the cause of
accident. Data is collected through interview and is
then modelled. The experimental result was then
compared with statistics techniques, which revelled
that the Bayesian network and the other
methodologies applied are more superior to the
statistics technique. In theory, Bayesian classifier is
claimed to poses minimum error rate as compared
with all other classifier techniques but in practice
this is not the case, owed to incorrectness in
assumptions made for its use, such as class
conditional independency and the insufficiency of
available probability of data which is usually not the
case when using K-NN method.

In k-NN classification, the output is a class
membership. An object is classified based on the
utmost vote of its neighbours, with the object being
assigned to the class that is most common among
its k nearest neighbours (k is a positive integer,
typically small). If k = 1, then the object is assigned
to the class of that single nearest neighbour.
In k-NN regression, the output is the property value
for the object. This value is average values of
its k nearest neighbors. k-NN is a type of instancebased learning, or lazy learning, because the function
is merely approximated locally and all computation
is delayed until classification is done. The k-NN
algorithm is one of the simplest of all machine
learning algorithms.

2 RELATED WORKS
For classification, it is valuable to assign weight to
the contribution of the neighbors, so that the nearer
neighbors can contribute more to the average than
the distant ones. For example, a common weighting
scheme consists in giving each neighbor a weight of
1/d, where d represents the distance to the neighbor.

M.F. Federico, L.L.Pier [1] researched the area of
Web Mining which deals with the extraction of
interesting knowledge from logging information
produced by Web servers. In this paper they present
a survey of the recent developments in this area that
is receiving increasing attention from the Data
Mining community. Web usage mining is used to
discover interesting user navigation patterns and can
be applied to many real world problems, such as
improving Web sites/pages, making additional topic
or product recommendations, user/customer behavior
studies, etc. This article provides a survey and
analysis of current Web usage mining systems and
technologies. B.Lalithadevi, A. Mary Ida,W.Ancy
Breen[3] researched on Web usage mining system
which performs five major tasks: i) data gathering,
ii) data preparation, iii) navigation pattern discovery,
iv) pattern analysis and visualization, and v) pattern
applications. Each task is explained in detail and its
related technologies are introduced. A list of major
research systems and projects concerning Web usage
mining is also presented, and a summary of Web
usage mining is given in the last section. Quig Yang,
Hairing Henery Zhang[4] researched on Caching is a
well-known strategy for improving the performance
of Web-based systems. The heart of a caching system
is its page replacement policy, which selects the
pages to be replaced in a cache when a request
arrives. In this paper, they present a Web-log mining
method for caching Web objects and use this
algorithm to enhance the performance of Web
caching systems. In our approach, we develop an ngram-based prediction algorithm that can predict
future Web requests. The prediction model is then
used to extend the well-known GDSF caching
policy. Web page mining is the application of data

The neighbors are taken from a collection of objects
for which the class (for k-NN classification) or the
object property value (for k-NN regression) is
known. This could be thought of as the training set
for the algorithm.
A defect of the k-NN algorithm is that it
is sensitive to local structure of the data. The
algorithm has nothing to do with and is not to be
confused
with k-means,
which is
another
popular machine learning technique.
1.3.2 Decision Tree Classification
In constructing a decision tree, apply both the gini
index(g) and entropy value (ei) as the splitting
indexes, the model is experimented with a provided
set of values, and different sets of results were
obtained for both.
The decision tree technique has the restriction that
all the training tuples is ought be in main memory,
so, in the case of terribly large data; this may lead to
inefficiency of decision tree construct due to
swapping of the training tuples in and out of the
main memory and cache memory. As a result of this
a more scalable method like the KNN method are
capable of handling training data that are too large to
fit in memory is needed.
1.3.3 Bayesian Classifier Model
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mining technique to automatically discover and
extract useful information from a particular website.
It is computationally expensive to find the k nearest
neighbours when the dataset is very large. KNN can
have poor run-time performance when the training
set is large. It is very sensitive to irrelevant or
redundant features because all features contribute to
the similarity and thus to the classification.

3.2 System Overview
The dataset employed in this system is the user
access database for a specific period of time, that
was extracted, pre-processed and grouped into
meaningful sessions and data mart was developed.
The Improved K-Nearest Neighbour classification
technique was used to investigate the uniform
resource locator information of the users’ address
database. The user reader site data is stored in the
data mart created. The overview of the system is
shown in the Figure 1

The fact is that most existing works lack scalability
and capability when dealing with on-line, Real-Time
search driven web sites. So system is proposed to
recommend a web page or web site or product for
the user to choose. This system will be trained to
recommend the resource for the user. The
classification is done by improved KNN (K-Nearest
Neighbour) classification method has been trained to
be used on-line and in Real-Time to identify
clients/visitors click stream data, matching it to a
particular user group and recommend a tailored
browsing option that meet the need of the specific
user at a particular time.

Input Dataset from web server log file

Removing Records that has Invalid http Status
Code

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

Replacing missing search category with value as
“General”

The major problem of many online websites is that
the presentation of many choices to the client at a
time. This typically leads to strenuous and time
overwhelming task in finding the right product or
information on the site. Web usage mining is the
application of data mining technique used to
involuntarily discover and extract useful information
from a particular search.

Grouping of similar users based on Search
category

3.1 Proposed scheme

Improved KNN Classification

Though web based recommendation systems are
common, there is still several downside areas calling
for solutions. The reality is that the most of the
existing works lack scalability and capability when
working with on-line, and Real-Time driven web
searches. So system is proposed to suggest a web
page or web site or product for the user to choose.
This system is trained to recommend the appropriate
resource for the user. Here reader web site is chosen
to recommend the user based on their needs. Dailies
of India forms the dataset and from which user are
recommended to their interested daily’s and news.
This classification is done using improved KNN (KNearest Neighbour) classification method that can be
trained to be used on-line and in Real-Time to
recognize visitors click stream data, matching it to a
specific user group and recommend a customized
browsing option that will meet the needs of the
specific user at a particular time.

News

General

Sports

Figure 1: System Overview
3.2.1 Data Preprocessing
Data Acquisition refers to the collection of data for
mining purpose, and this is usually the first task in
data mining application. For web usage mining data
is collected from web server, proxy server and web
client. The web server source was chosen for the fact
that it is the richest and most common data source,
more so, it is possible to collect large amount of
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information from the log files and databases they
represent.
The original database file extracted, not
all the data are applicable for web usage data mining,
we solely want the entries that contain relevant
information. The original file is usually made up of
text files that have huge volume of data concerning
queries made to the web server in which most of the
instances contains irrelevant, incomplete and
misleading data for mining purpose. Data cleansing
is the stage in which inappropriate/noisy entries are
eliminated from the log file.
In data preprocessing step data having
inappropriate http status code are removed and
missing search class is replaced with General.

match the actual phenomenon when the samples
have uneven distribution.
4 PROBLEM SOLUTION
The following steps are implemented for the
Proposed System
4.1 Data Preprocessing
Input

: Dataset is collected from
webserver log file
Output : Pre-processed Data set.
Steps
 Upload the dataset into server.
 Check the missing values.
 If the missing value occurred for Search
class then replace the value as ‖general‖.
 Eliminate the records that have http status
code greater than 400 and less than 200

3.2.2 Grouping Similar Users
In identification of similar users, search
category is considered as classifier attribute. When
count value of particular class is greater than one and
it matches to any of the defined category, then it is
grouped under one category. If there is only one user
for particular search then that record will be
eliminated.

4.2 Grouping Similar Users
Input
Output

3.2.3 Improved KNN Algorithm
Curse of dimensionality that is caused
due to Euclidean distance is eliminated by finding
weight of attributes in improved KNN methods. The
traditional KNN text classification has three defects.
First is that it has great computational complexity.
When using traditional KNN classification, to find
the K nearest neighbour samples for the given test
sample, it is mandatory be calculate the similarities
between all the training samples, as the dimensions
of the text vector is generally high, so it has great
calculation complexity in this process which makes
the efficiency of text classification to be very low.
Usually there are 3 methods to reduce the
complexity of KNN algorithm: minimising the
dimensionality of vector text [4]; using data set of
small size; using improved algorithm which can
accelerate to spot out the K nearest neighbour
samples.
Second is depending on training set
KNN algorithm does not use additional data to point
up the classification rules, but the classifiers are
generated by the self training samples, this makes the
algorithm to depend on training set excessively, for
example, it is necessary to re-calculate when there is
a small change on training set.
Last is there is no weight difference
between samples. The traditional KNN algorithm
treats all training samples equally, and there is no
variation between the samples, therefore it don’t

Steps




:
:

Pre-processed data set
clustered result data set

The pre-processed dataset is taken as input.
Search category clusters will be formed
based on count.
If the count value is one, then the record
will be eliminated
4.3 Steps for Improving KNN

 Determine Parameter K, where K is the number
of nearest neighbours
 Calculate the distance between the query and all
the training examples
 Sort the distance and determine nearest
neighbour based on the k-th minimum distance
 Gather the category Y of the nearest neighbours
 Use simple majority of the category of nearest
neighbours as the Prediction value of the query
distance [6] is calculated as in equation (1)

(1)

d(x,y)=
where
ῳ-weight of the attribute
5 EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS
Input
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files
Output :Grouping
based on search

Performance
measures

KNN

of

similar

users

True Positive(TP):These refer to the
positive tuples that were correctly labelled by the
classifier.
True Negative(TN):These are the
negative tuples that were correctly labelled by the
classifier
False Positive(FP): These are the
negative tuples that were mislabelled as positive by
the classifier
False Negative(FN): These refer to the positive
tuples that were mislabelled as negative.

Improved KNN

Precision

50%

75%

Recall

17%

25%

Accuracy

90%

96%

Table 1 depicts the performance analysis
table of KNN and Improved KNN based on
Precision, Recall and Accuracy.

Precision takes all retrieved documents
into account, but it can be evaluated at a given cutoff rank, accounting only the top most results
returned by the system. This is called Precision at n.
Precision is the chance that (Randomly
Selected) the retrieved document is relevant.

Table 1: Performance analysis of KNN and Improved
KNN
Figure 2 depicts the performance analysis graph
for comparing KNN and Improved KNN based on
Precision, Recall and Accuracy.

Number of relevant items retrieved
Precision= —————————————
Number of item retrieved

120%

100%
80%

Recall in information retrieval is the
fraction of documents that are relevant to the query
that are successfully retrieved. Recall is the chance
that a (Randomly Selected) relevant document is
retrieved in a search.

60%

KNN

40%
Improved
KNN

20%

0%

Number of relevant items retrieved
Recall = ——————————————
Number of relevant item in collection

Figure 2: Performance analysis graph for
comparing KNN and Improved KNN

Accuracy is not a reliable metric for
evaluating the real performance of the classifier
when the number of samples in different classes
varies greatly because it may yield misleading
results.

6 CONCLUSION
The proposed system provides a basis for automatic
Real-Time recommendation system. The system
performs classification of users on the simulated
active sessions extracted from testing sessions by
collecting active users’ click stream[6] and matches
this with similar class in the data mart, so as to
generate a set of recommendations to the client in a
Real-Time basis using improved k- NN
classification.

TP+TN
Accuracy = —————
TN+FP+FN+TP
Where
TN is the number of true negative cases
FP is the number of false positive cases
FN is the number of false negative cases
TP is the number of true positive cases
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India.

The System can be Future enhanced by
 Efficient features can be extraction method can
be used to improve classification method.
 System can be enhanced to have different types
of log records.
 Optimized classification techniques can be used
to enhance the classification accuracy.
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